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Young living desert mist diffuser user manual

CONTENT Desert Mist Ultrasonic Diffuser AC Power Adapter Operation Manual.Young Living Essential oil diffuser with desert fog Moroccan design. Show rather, so you might think this is crazy, because... you read the product manuals, right? But one of the most common questions I get is how do I work my diffuser? Apparently,
unsurprisingly, many people throw away their diffuser manual shortly after receiving their premium starter kit, and then only later realize that they don't really understand how to make the diffuser work with different settings and light modes. So why you seem to have the same questions about the Young Living Desert Fog Diffuser. I don't
mind answering these questions. I love my team and am here to make sure they are supported and educated and excited about their essential oils! But if you're not on my team or don't have my number on speed dialing, I'd still be happy to help a friend. So here are free downloads to the manuals for each of Young Living's most popular
broadcasters. Click the image hit to download the desert fog diffuser manual, aria diffuser manual, rainstone diffuser manual, and dew drop diffuser manuals. Then keep them in a safe place for later, okay? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Buy Desert Mist Diffuser Essential oils is a perfect way to relax, dispel smells and create an
atmosphere full of scent of peace and harmony. The 11 different light settings of the diffuser can be turned off or on regardless of the diffuser function. The diffuser includes a romantic flickering mode similar to a candle. The diffuser includes a light cycle mode, so colors pass smoothly from one to the other. Three execution modes are
perfect for a customizable experience: high mode works approximately 5 hours continuously. Low mode runs approximately 8 hours continuously. Intermittent mode (1 minute on/1 minute off) runs approximately 10 hours. COVERAGE AREA: Medium room (approx. 30 m2 / 323 ft2) OPERATION TIME: 10 hours maximum
SIZE/DIMENSIONS: 14.5 (diameter) x 21.6 cm RESERVOIR SIZE: 200 mL WEIGHT: 0.79 lbs. (0.36 kg) VAPOR OUTPUT: 30 mL water and oil/hour NOISE LEVEL: &lt;44 dBACCESSORIES/ADDED FEATURES:21025 – Replacement cover21027 – Replacement motor5260 – Ultrasonic plate21029 – Power adapter Added features: 3
execution modes 11 lighting options Auto power off Always turn off and unplug the diffuser before cleaning. To ensure proper performance, clean the ultrasonic plate and lid after each use. If the essential oil begins to accumulate in the ultrasonic plate, gently clean it with a cotton swab dipped in alcohol If the essential oil begins to
accumulate on the lid, wipe it gently with soap and water only. Never use a corrosive detergent to clean the ultrasonic plate or damage will occur. Check periodically under the diffuser to keep the fan intake free of debris. Waste can be removed by blowing into the fan intake opening or by cleaning with a clean, dry cloth. (Do not use
aerosols, solvents or abrasives to clean plastic plastic not in use, clean the diffuser and store it. Replacement ultrasonic plates can be purchased from Young Living. View/Print Product Information SheetFor safety and care information, refer to the Desert Mist Operation Manual. * Statements and information regarding this product have not
been evaluated by the FDA. Young Living products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. Most of the product information describing Young Living products comes directly from Young Living Essential Oils, LC, and can be found online at YoungLiving.com - From Young Living and Our Team - Mellow4 Drops Citrus
Fresh 3 Drops Peace&amp; CalmingContent &amp; Peaceful3 drops Cedarwood 4 drops Lavender 4 drops ValorUplifting Moments3 drops Cinnamon Bark 2 drops Frankincense 4 drops TangerineVanilla Bean4 drops lavender 4 drops Stress AwayEasy Autumn3 drops Copaiba 5 drops Peppermint 3 drops RavenMint Latte2 drops
Thieves 2 drops Copaiba 4 drops PeppermintPerfect Space2 drops Cedarwood 4 drops Copaiba 2 drops lavender 4 drops LimeChild Dreams1 drop of cinnamon 3 drops Copaiba 3 drops Orange 3 drops Peace &amp; CalmingLate Summer Garden3 drops Citrus Fresh 3 drops Geranium 3 drops of lavender 2 drops Ylang YlangOrange
Creamsicle6 orange drops 3 drops Stress AwayHappy Times3 drops Peace &amp; Calming 3 drops Bergamot 2 drops of lavender 1 drop SpearmintSpring Break5 Falls Away 4 drops of lavender 2 drops CedarwoodHealthy Vibes4 drops Thieves 5 drops OrangeHappy Day5 drops Lavender 4 drops Citrus Fresh 2 drops Joy We would
love to hear from you. Please let us know if you have any questions or comments. Good health should not wait - take your first step todaySTARTAR HERE You are reading a free preview Pages 6 to 14 are not shown in this preview. Preview.
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